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The archfey patrons
Edit An arch patron was a possible sponsor for a warlock. If an agreement has been made between a warlock and one of the archbishopric, the patron of the lock has given them access to certain powers, including a suite of spells. [2] Culture [edit] Archfey Patrons[edit] The archfea that was known to make sorceress
included Queen Titania, Oberon, the queen of air and darkness, Hyrsam, the prince of Fools, Neifion the Lord of Bats[3], and the prince of Frost. [4] Abilities[edit] Spells by Archfey[edit] The newlywed sorcerers who were sponsored by an archaic patron have had access to fire, sleep, calm emotions and ghost strength.
These warlocks, if they were a little experienced they could throw flashes, plant growth, dominate the beast, and a greater invisibleness. The master warts under the sponsor of an archbishop could also throw dominate the person and seem. [2] Appendix[edit] References[edit] Community content is available under CCBY-SA unless otherwise specified. So, you're thinking of playing Warlock, aren't you? Maybe you're just curious about these chastists based on Charisma. Or, you're completely new to hobby and you want to learn everything you can. Here's the deal, 5e Warlock patrons are easy enough to understand once you realize
what they are. So, let's get into what Warlock patrons are and some questions you might have about them. Come on. In a nutshell, the patrons are the sources and the magic ducts for the Warlocks. Like a Cleric draws power from their divinity (although not always) or a Druid pulls power from nature. But, usually with
extra steps. A Warlock makes a deal (or pact because it sounds cooler) with an entity. Warlock acquires access to magic skills in exchange for something. What is somethingby the patron. An archfea could ask you to sing the old Dun cow every 17th morning at dawn why not? While a devil might want something more
practicala share of killings every month so you can take those souls and damn them for eternity. Basically, Warlock's patrons grant the mortal powers of other worlds. It is not necessary to study or preexisting blood lines (mostly.) But, at a cost. However, when you choose to play Warlock, you choose a patron. Which
patron you choose (as it is the theme) determines what features your character gets. So, you ask yourself "what flavors of the 5th patron Warlock are there?" Let's go deeper. Example Archfey Patrons: Baba Yaga, Mother of all the Witches Titania, Queen of the Summer Court Madoc Morfryn, Unseelie Lord Queen Mab
Oberon, Green Lord Neifion, Lord of the Bats Rumplestiltskin Verenestra, the Oak Princess Your character made a deal with a powerful Feywild being. Like most folklore fairies, your patron gives your character a lot of strange and almost hypnotic skills. In a nutshell, your patron is on the level with some of the most
powerful beings within the Inner Plans. Example Fiend patrons: Mephistopheles Orcus Beelzebub Demogorgon Asmodeus Graz’zt Baal Baal Baphomet Devils and demons are the name of the game with these patrons. Now, most people choose archdevils and demonlords (why why should not?.) But, any boyfriend
qualifies. And, there's something funny about drawing power from an imp. Example Great Old A patron: Cthulhu Ego, the Living Planet The Star He hates (SCP-1548) Indrid Cold, the Grinning Man Yagikv, the Shadow Roiling Pain (an ephemeral entity that grants mortals the ability to feel pain) A sentient black hole
Literally almost everything from the Cthulhu mythos Beings so old and incomprehensible that exist far beyond. So unconcerned are these beings with the rest of creation, they see mortals as less than ants. Wait... some strange nonsense from these patrons.asking for the blood of the fourth son of the fourth son, creating
an altar of beheaded red squirrel heads, or convincing an entire city to wearfeather hats. If they ask you something. Besides, you are like a distant cousin of DnD 5e’s aberrations since they are some strange pseudo-eldritch beings. So, it's funny. Example Undiing patrons: Alathene Moonstar Vecna Baron von Strahd
Alchemist (a mortal who replaces the aged body parts with fresh ones) Count Dracula Your patron is mortal. Hooray! They also found the secret of immortality through probably nefari means. This or are only naturally mortal. Liches and other immortals who are not heavenly or fides are your role models. So... Have fun.
Example Celestial Patrons: An Empyrean A Solar A Unicorn A Coatl A Pegasus A Deva A Ki-rin A Planetar Can a patron Warlock be a God? I guess not. Because he's a Cleric. The Celestial Warlocks are like Cleric cousins. And, one of the few "goods" you choose for your patron of Warlock. While the Clerics tend to
draw power from a deity, they opt for one of the minor celestial. You represent a god's representative. You're like the assistant of the regional director. Example Hexblade Patrons: Scythe Mjolnir of Death, Thor Hammer Gungnir, Odin Lance Bulg, Excaliber of Cuchulainn Lance, Arthur Honjo Masamune's sword, the
legendary Katana Tiznoa, El Cid's sword Perhapsti Axe Your character found or was given a sweet weapon with sweet powers. Xanathar's Guide to Everything states that the weapon comes from the Shadow. But will you let a book tell you what to do? I suggest you go to madness. Do you have an axe to which your
grandmother’s soul is accidentally linked? Great, use the ephemeral existence of grandmother to feed your pursuits. Did your character travel over the old sentient rapier with the personality of a chicken too confident? Go. Example Fathomless Patrons: In Kraken An Aboleth A Water Elemental Jormungandr, the world
Serpent Lawhite Dagon Uko’toa (~Uko’toa~) The Lady of Lake The immense depthsThe oceans hide many strange and frightening creatures. Your wart contacted such a creature that has great power. Tasha's Cauldron introduced two new patrons Warlock. The first is Fathomless. Basically, your character found (or was
contacted by) some entities that reside deep in the oceans of the world. Or maybe another mystical body of water. Your subclass features are themed around the water... and tentacles. Why not? Example Genie patrons: A Dao (Terra) A Djinn (Air) An Efreeti (Fire) A Marid (Water) ... This is about. Or, you know, domestic
genes that aren't related to the Elemental Plans. The second new option from TCoE, your character made a pact with a powerful entity from one of the Elemental Plans; a Genie. The cool thing about the pact of the Genie is the change of the characteristics of the subclass depending on the elemental taste you choose.
For the most part, alter your list of baked spells and the kind of damage that your function do. But, it's still a clean detail for the subclass. So, there are the different Warlock patrons available in D&D 5e. Let's go pick your patron. When you're doing a Warlock, choose your patron at the first level. Now, I should say you're
choosing the type of patron for your character. This is how you discover which subclass features you will get as leveling. The best part is that you can customize what or who is your patron Warlock. What I suggest is to choose the subclass you want for your character. So, invent what kind of entity represents that kind of
patron. Or, better yet, let your Master Dungeon come with something. Giving your DM freedom for a NPC that binds to your character can help them come with fun adventures for the party. Now that you have your patron, let's go toFrequently asked questions. Photos: An angel and devil fighting on a potential Warlock In
the narrowest sense, no. Your Warlock cannot have two patrons. At least, likeas the mechanics go. Look at it this way, each subclass is balanced only by accessing a certain set of features. No D&D class 5e "double dips" in their class. Not for rules as written (RAW,) anyway. But, I will say if you wanted some taste of two
patrons in the same vying class for your attention, which could be a little fun. Imagine. Oberon and Titania fighting for your character and asking you to do more absurd things every time. Or a devil and a demon trying to win you. Who knows? It could be fun. Now that you have your patron, on the next topic: patron-cide!
Yes, given the right circumstances and the power level (and assuming that the DM is cool with it,) a Warlock could kill their patron. Now, of course, this depends on your DM. Also, it's... it's probably gonna be difficult. Here's the deal: Your character draws power from this being, right? You are basically at the end of
receiving a pipe and your patron has his hand on the knob. What is it to prevent your patron from extinguishing the flow? If a Warlock faces their patron for any reason, they need a solid plan in place. Because once the fight starts, you can bet that the patron cuts all the power. Even then, killing your patron comes at the
cost of your character's powers... Unless you're planning to usurp your patron. That HOT DAMN would be cool. Imagine: A couple of Devils claiming the soul of a Warlock Betrayal How to kill their patron, the same goes for if a Warlock disobeys their patron too many times or exhausts breaks their pact. Yes, your Warlock
can break the pact or disobey the orders of their patron. But, this usually results in weakening or zeroing of their powers. This might start a fun side quest for redemption where your character looks for a methodOr, they try to repair the relationship with their patron. Remember: this differs from table to table. Work with your
DM on how you want to handle something like that. And this is abouton 5e Warlock Patrons for D&D. They are beings of other worlds (especially) that give power to the mortals Warlocks form a pact that outlines what they will do in exchange for this power There are a variety of different patrons to choose from Choose
your patron Warlock at the 1st level Yes, you can kill your patron (with DM permission) Yes, you can break your pact with your patron (see above) I hope this will clarify what Warlock's patrons are and some other questions around them. How does your table handle customers? Does your DM come with them? Or, does
your table encourage players to create them? Leave a comment and let me know. I'd like to see what your table does. He does. list of archfey patrons. examples of archfey patrons
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